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Introduction

Dashboards for Kx deliver stunning visuals to bring your data to life. Building
dashboards has never been easier; with no programming experience required
your first dashboard can be built in minutes. Customization is made simple, from
ready-made color palettes to optional CSS and HTML formatting, there is
something for everybody. Dashboards for Kx bring ideas and data together in
simple harmony.

This document illustrates these capabilities across a range of business cases.
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High Frequency Trading
The screen below monitors High Frequency Trading activity, analysing data at a
broker level. The two heat maps on the left display the order-trade ratio and the
percentage of aggressive trades by broker. Brokers with order to trade ratios
highlighted in red are deemed high frequency, while those in blue indicate ratios
in the 90th percentile.

The blue bar chart displays the number of messages sent within a chosen
threshold time – providing further indication of high-frequency trading – while to
the right, the two tone bar charts rank market participants by daily turnover.
The Bubble chart selects all those who had a near 1 to 1 ratio on their quantity
bought and sold; - another indicator of HFT activity. The size of the bubble chart
indicates the profit or loss incurred during the day.
Clicking on any of the
blocks, columns or
bubbles in the main
screen populates a new
screen in the dashboard.
Clicking on an individual
broker gives an overview
for each security
bought/sold by that
broker. Details on
volume traded by asset
can quickly be identified
from the Pie Chart, and
volume bought/sold viewed on click in the lower horizontal bar chart. For
example, this broker has heavily traded AAPL over the analysis period.
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Analyzing Trading Patterns
The use of Dashboard Tabs enables Creators combine multiple data views into a
single component, and offers an easy way to assimilate different data
measures. For example, a set of eight tabs provides the User with different
insights into trading activity, enabling regulators and trading desks to quickly
form an overall impression of counterparty trading profiles.
Tabs with Heat
maps rank
participants by an
order-to-trade
ratio and by trade
aggressor figures
- profiles that
may suggest High
Frequency Trading
activity. Hoverover callouts and
drilldowns provide
further detail.
The Cancellation Rate tab
displays the number of times an
order was cancelled within a
configurable threshold time.
Further information can be
obtained by clicking on individual
counts to determine if further
investigation into potential
manipulative activity is
warranted.

The Daily Turnover Ratio
graph detects traders who
are closing out positions
above a configurable
percentage (in this case 95%
is selected). Brokers are
listed along the x-axis, while
the y–axis indicates the
number of close-out trades made; bubble size shows broker profit-and-loss.
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Monitoring
Monitoring for Kx uses
graphical and grid elements
to concisely display system
status and performance.
Lead graphs show overall
server performance in real
time, with tables listing
individual server alerts and
current processing
demands. The use of
customized highlight rules help the User identify important thresholds, or can
simply be used to flag change; identifying processes and servers requiring
further investigation.
Further information can be found
on drilldown; selecting a server
will populate a new screen with
details on CPU usage, memory
and load usage over time.
Dropdown menus provide date
and time filters for displayed
data. Users can focus on
individual charted components
by toggling display elements
from the Chart Display. (In all Charts, the legend icon is also a radio button. Use
the radio button to add/remove an element from the chart view; helpful if
outlying values are skewing the chart – removing will automatically rescale
remaining elements.) A chart rollover tooltip gives details for each charted
element. Pie Chart and Horizontal Charts show current memory and CPU usage
with detailed processing information in the bottom table.
Further information on Process details
with custom filtering is available on a
third screen. A dropdown menu
populates the top table with processes
running on the serve; then on row
select, lower graphs will populate with
details on CPU and memory load,
including connection details. Users can
use the dropdown filters on the right to
quickly navigate process details for Process Type, Alias and Status.
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Analyzing Quote Acceptance and Rejection Levels
The following screens illustrate how a combination of relatively simple views,
linked graphs and selection options provide greater insight into your data. In this
case, the viewer is analysing the filled / unfilled order statistics (Acks/Nacks) in
a trading solution.
The first tab “Ack Nack
Total” looks at results per
client by various user
parameters: dates,
duration, currency pairs,
quotation pools and
participant type. Users can
scan the full data set
swiftly and drill into
particular areas of interest
or concern. The relatively
large proportion of red in
the middle column would
indicate a client with a particularly high rejection rate which would warrant
further investigation

The “Ack Nack by Freq” tab provides the ability to view recurring peaks and
troughs in throughput or rejections within user specified time interval, enabling
operators to identify trends – aiding in capacity planning. In the example below,
volumes of Acks and Nacks are sectioned in 15 minute intervals over the last 5
days. High Nack rates (red column) are identified for early morning, midday and
late afternoon
periods. As with all
dashboards, the
data under analysis
can be readily
amended by users
and all results can
be exported to Excel
for further analysis
and reporting if
required.
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Performance Analysis
Pattern Equity Analysis investigates how different trading patterns, in this case,
identified in real-time using the ChartDNA application available on Bloomberg
Terminals (“APPS DNA”), performed after the match was identified. The
dashboard uses a combination of pivot queries and heat maps to reverse
engineer trading patterns (flagged by ChartDNA) to determine if the original
forecast was profitable or not.
A Data Grid lists a complete list of pattern matches and the profit/loss over the
five days after the pattern was identified. Each Heat Map represents a day in the
pattern, and together uses OLAP analysis to calculate the return relative to the
first day.

Multi-charts then compare performance of patterns generated by ChartDNA, and
whether the forecast was positive (profitable) or negative (losing), against the
S&P; with each forecast day mapped to a tab.
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Liquidity Provider Time Series
The Liquidity Dashboard utilizes Pivot Grids, Heat Maps and Graphs to track
providers of liquidity. The top-level selection for an asset is handled by the Pivot
Grid. On selection, both the grid and a Heat Map drill down to show asset
liquidity over time, with an additional level for provider at the selected time;
poor liquidity in red, good in green. Bar charts on the right show trade volumes
and quote spreads over time.
Line graphs offer a great way to illustrate important comparative information
about changes in data over a particular time period. The line graph displays
changes in the spread for a selected currency pair for each liquidity provider.
Chart controls allows users add or remove liquidity providers.
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Order Book Replay
Order Book Replay tracks trading activity, including a comprehensive history of
order and trade events on both buy and sell side for the selected asset. The top
chart maps trading volume and bid/spread over time for the selected date. Users
can use the playback mode up to x16 speed to run the trade book. Alternatively,
the user can select a time bucket to populate lower tables and charts.
The table on the left lists all events, orders & trades, sorted by time. Selecting
an individual event will populate the table on the right with a complete history of
the order, or details of the trade.
A chart illustrates the order book around the bid or ask; green bars for bids and
red for asks. Searched-for individual orders will highlight yellow in the chart.
Tabbed options offer table views of Depth or Book. In table form, changes on
Buy or Sell Orders highlight on change to allow the user quickly identify changes
in large amounts of data. User highlight rules identify orders and trades from the
Order ID, trade status or associated broker.
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Mapping Sales Trends
Dashboard Maps enables users to track individual client sales, but can also offer
statistical overlays. In the example below, individual housing sales are tracked,
but additional summary information can be obtained on interaction with the
shaded area of the map (representing postal districts).
A custom table, built using Dashboards HTML templating, displays average
pricing by property type for the selected postal code. Additional horizontal charts
give year-on-year change and average sales for the region as defined by number
of beds in a property.
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Alert Summary Dashboard
This Alert Summary dashboard provides functionality to view, filter and analyze
all alerts raised. Bar charts enable users to view the status of alerts by symbol,
by user and by alert type. These can be further filtered by time period with an
accompanying drilldown to the content of each alert. This enables the user to
view patterns and detect trends in the alert profiles. The visibility from overview
to detail enables organisations to better manage and assess alerts and their
underlying causes.

